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Fisher-Price® Infant Toys with Inflatable Balls Recall  
There has been a recall announcement for these products.  
Mattel, in cooperation with relevant safety regulators are voluntarily recalling a number 

of Fisher-Price® Infant Toys with Inflatable Balls. These infant toys have inflatable balls 
with valves that can come off and pose a choking hazard to young children.  
 
The valve of the inflatable ball on these toys can come off, posing a choking 
hazard to young children.  
 

Products involved in this recall are listed below:  
B2408 Baby Playzone™ Crawl & Slide Arcade™  
C3068 Ocean Wonders™ Kick and Crawl™ Aquarium  
H8094 Ocean Wonders™ Kick & Crawl Aquarium  
J0327 1-2-3 Tetherball™  
K0476 Bat & Score Goal  
 
No other Fisher-Price products with inflatable balls are included in this recall  
 
Use this online guide to determine if the Fisher-Price® Infant Toys with Inflatable Ball 
you own is affected by this recall.  
Please have your Fisher-Price® Infant Toys with Inflatable Ball near you as you continue.  
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No other Fisher-Price products with inflatable balls are included in this recall  
1) If you do not own a product that matches any of the images above, you are not 
affected by this recall and can continue to enjoy your playset.  
 

2) If you do own a Fisher-Price® Infant Toys with an Inflatable Ball matching the image 
above in Group A, you are affected by this recall. Please discontinue use of the 
affected Fisher-Price® Infant Toys with Inflatable Balls immediately.  
 
3) If you do own a Fisher-Price® Infant Toys with an Inflatable Ball matching the image 
above in Group B, Please locate the fourth digit of the six-digit date code on the product.  

H8094 
 

H8094 Ocean Wonders™      1-2-3 Tetherball™  

Kick & Crawl Aquarium 
(Date code located on tag)     (Date code located on bottom of product)  

                                                                           
              

 

1) If you Fisher-Price® Infant Toy has a date code that the fourth digit of the six-digit 
date code is, 8 or more you are not affected by this recall and can continue to enjoy your 

playset.  
 
2) If you Fisher-Price® Infant Toy has a date code that the fourth digit of the six-digit 
date code is, 7 or less you are affected by this recall.  
Please discontinue use of the affected Fisher-Price® Infant Toys with Inflatable 
Balls immediately  
 
If your product is affected by the recall or if you have any questions in relation to this 
recall, please contact Mattel at customerservice.hk@mattel.com or call our consumer 
enquiry hotline at (852) 2556 1112. 
 


